Weakly analytic sets for function algebra is studied by Arenson in (Arenson). Here, we study the concept of weakly analytic sets for Cartesian product of function algebras. We express the weakly analytic sets for Cartesian product of function algebra in terms of that for factor algebras.
A is a function algebra on X , B is a function algebra on Y , then AB  is a function algebra on XY  with maximum norm defined as Above results also remain valid if we replace "peak set" by "weak peak set".
Next, we recall the definition of weakly analytic sets. A is called weakly analytic algebra if X is a weakly analytic set for A . Following result is known for weakly analytic sets. Proposition 1.5 (Arenson) 1. Each weakly analytic set for A is contained in a maximal weakly analytic set for A . 2. Each weakly analytic set is antisymmetric.
Definition 1.4 (Arenson)
We denote the set of all maximal weakly analytic sets for A by () A . Now, we will determine weakly analytic sets for some function algebras.
Example 1.6 The function algebra ()
AD is a weakly analytic algebra can be checked easily. Weakly analytic sets for the Cartesian...
Example 1.7 Let
12 = D D D  , where 1 = { :| 1| 1} D z z    and 2 = { :| 1| 1} D z z    . Let = ( ) A A D ,
